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About This Game

Salt Thrust is game about controllable-infinitely bouncing ball on the sea .
Thoughts about lack of salt is the main idea of this game .

* This Game could be laggy if the computer specification is not high enough .(Recommended Requirements below)

This game is developer's first game and made with thoughts about sea .

Making enjoyable movements on the sea while playing it and viewing structures(enviroments) on the sea is the key content of
this game .

Each level can be cleared by collecting all the keys in the scene

movement keys are WASD or arrow keys .
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and mouse to look .

Levels are made with difficulty . so it might be challengeable .

So the playtime depends on Player's control .
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Title: Salt Thrust
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Collector_collector
Publisher:
Collector_collector
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3 or AMD Phenom™ X3 8650

Memory: 2 GB RAM MB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities.

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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In the games current condition. It is not worth the current price. There is hardly any content in this game for the price of 15$. 3
games modes as of now, and they are terribly balanced and haven't been worked, it's clear they just released it without any
balance in thought.

For example, the first mode ( which is the same free one in Nemesis Realms) is fun, but once you have then 2 players againts
the VR player, it is IMPOSSIBLE to win as the VR user, especially if they rush you.Reasons why is because the Monster boss
doesn't seem to get a HP increase, despite the number of players. The 2nd mode with the 2 dragon heads is pretty boring, it has
a fun concept, reminds me of Castlevania bosses, but it doesn't take more then a few minutes to grow stale. The 3rd one, which
is Frost Lich (I think), is probably the worst one, it is almost impossible to tell what is happening in the game, it's chaotic and
not in a good way, especially for the 4 players vs VR player. Sadly, again, it's terribly balanced.

I love the concept of the game, but sadly with the seriously small, and low quality of the games current state. It is DEFINITELY
NOT WORTH IT. I'll change this review if it ever changes but for now it is this for now. I hope for updates soon but this games
creators seem to have abandoned it already, so I don't expect any changes, any time soon.

I would reccomend just downloading the free version of this game. Nemesis Perpective and stick with it then this.. A simple
game where you try to cover as much area on a model as possible with a piece of rope. The game's peaceful tone is what
attracted me to it in the first place as I got it when I was having a lot of panic attacks. It helps a lot with anxiety and I would
sometimes fall asleep while playing as the music is mostly soft and there are no time limits.

That said, if you lack patience, this game is the exact opposite of relaxing. The puzzles often take time and several tries to get to
work. The rope also takes some finesse to get to go where you want it to in spite of the puzzle.. Auto jump??? What the F is
this?
Sorry it's actually my bad, tbh, to not doing some research before buying this game.
I wouldn't say you guys won't enjoy it, I just don't like it one bit.
If you enjoy Smash, Rivals of Aether is the best so far. If you want something easier, go with Brawhalla.
This game is weird LOL (to me, again).. This game is so very very fun. It reminds me of the time I would spend in arcades
trying to get the top score; however this is much more time current. The music is catchy and drags you into the game even more.
Two thumbs up!. great for everyone that enjoy hard games....hoever be warned this game is REALY hard and the smallest
mistake will result into your death.....

the rng is fair.it plays still a important role like in any other roguelike but most damage you will take because you made some
dump actions like walking into a trap or let you surround by multiple monsters

the game hoever is a little bit slowpaced...you should realy think alot before you do somethink(but hey...that should be the case
in any good turnbased game^^).

if you like hard games that require alot thinking....buy this
. Close call, but gotta give this a downvote. The idea is really good and i'd love to see more games like this one, but me and my
friends lost interest in this one too fast because of lack of game modes and lack of variation between the few modes there are.
Also the game would benifit from longer rounds, since the vive headset is a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to
switch around every 2 minutes when different people have different head sizes.. when the map works its good map to drive
round but you get the feeling they rushed it cause don't look as real and as good as gladbeg map or berlin this one is a pain in the
put and all over place its tuck me few weeks to get it to work on mine best way drive bus round out of service seems to work for
few times then try in service but dose need upgrade init and finishing apart from that it's on rate out of 10 id give it 5.9. Similar
in most ways to "Long Live The Queen". If you're looking for more of that it's pretty good. Like LLTQ, the deaths can be
seemingly random and it's frustrating in that sense, but it's very obviously a game you're meant to play over and over and over,
learning from each failure. The art is kind of simple but the Persian\/Indian aesthetic is relatively unique for a game like this..
Old shmup reminiscent of some of the early games of the genre that you could play on coin op machines.
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I really like this game. true it doesn't feel finished but i still really like it. it isn't that expensive either. i hope the devs finish the
game. its a survival game in space there are no jumpscares. i find it relaxing combing through a ship or station looking for
resources. there is a lot to do you have to like the grind build your base to ridiculous proportions find reserch points to level up
skills. and i found an easy solution for the lock problem you have to look at them from the side the rings are in a cone shape
formation. oh and don.t have to many items in physical inventory or the game starts to lag (i only had promblems after i had
over 100+ items in physical inventory). still i can handle te bugs but i do hope the game wil get a polishing soon.. Head-admin
VRPilll tried to groom me with free games cuz i'm 15 years old.... game full of pedos parents beware. I should have read the
comments previous. This is a great game I used to own in childhood and during the Cyber Monday say, I was extactic to
purchase it again for a very cheap price. However, (and unfortunately), steam's version is actually poopy doo doo. Too many
glitches. I heavily debated pirated the game after.

Game - Good
From Steam? - BAD BAD VERY BAD BAD NOT GOOD.. Fantastic "reboot"

Played alot of Pang on my Amiga 500 when i was a kid. Now i got quite a Super Nintendo collection, including Super Pang,
wich reminds of this. This freshly made Pang game with new modes, feels really good and will work for you if you love the
series.

Controller recommended. Works perfect with a XBox One pad.. the music worth the .99
game play is just an amazing bonus.
more maps pls :D
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